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Season 10, Episode 21
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Truth Games



Adrian Miller is giving lectures all over the country. After a lecture he is accused of trying to rape Lisa Preston in her room at the hotel where they both are staying. Jackie is appointed as his solicitor, but they do not get along at all - and that is putting it mildly. David is in charge of the household in Greengrass' cottage where both he and Vernon Scripps are staying, but he cannot cope with paying the bills and taxes and Vernon suggests that one of them (meaning David) gets a job. They take on a ploughing job for George Walker, but when they try to start his tractor David finds a body in Walker's car in the barn. The "body" turns out to be a bust which Walker has reported stolen together with some other items also found in the car. Once they have been found Walker has disappeared.
Quest roles:
David Lonsdale(David Stockwell), Peter Benson(Bernie Scripps), Clare Calbraith(Dr. Tricia Summerbee), Geoffrey Hughes(Vernon Scripps), Roger Grainger(Dan Fowles), Stephen Chapman(Sergeant Watson), William Tapley(Adrian Miller), Sara Markland(Lisa Preston), John Draycott(Andrew Bryant)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
18 March 2001, 17:00
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